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In the court of the Judicial Magistrate First Class, Hojai, Nagaon, Assam

GR Case No 860/2010

 U/s 147/148/149/447/448/427/332/120B IPC

 The state of Assam

            Vs. 

1. Smti. Uma Bhowmick

2. Smti. Mandira Das

3. Sri  Aditya Bhattacharjee

4. Sri Swapan Kar

5. Sri Bidyut Paul

6. Sri Lakhan Roy

7. Sri Dhiraj Dey

8. Sri Jayanta Dutta

9. Sri Sindhu Choudhury

10. Sri Partha Nag

11. Sri Anup Choudhury

12.Sri Samiran Das

13.Sri Mintu Das

14.Sri Ratan Das

15.Sri Amit Das

16.Md. Sadiqur Rehman

17. Karuna Sankar Dey
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18.Sri Samar Purkayastha

19.Sri Amit Sharma

20.Smti. Krishna Paul

21. Sri Mantosh Paul------------Accused persons

                               Present: Jagat Das, A.J.S.

                              Judicial Magistrate 1st Class, Hojai

Appearances

For prosecution                           : Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor

For accused                                 : Ld. A.B.M Siddique, F.I Choudhury, A. 

Bhattacharjee, Y.A Talukdar, R.W Choudhury, N. Sharma & B.B. Sarkar

Date of evidence                         : 14/11/14, 19/12/14, 3/1/15, 

28/1/15, 18/2/15, 19/2/15, 20/2/15, 17/3/15, 18/3/15, 8/4/15, 

9/4/15, 10/4/15, 11/4/15, 12/5/15, 13/5/15, 28/5/15, & 20/8/15      

Date of argument                        : 14/9/15

Date of judgment                        : 28/9/15

JUDGMENT

1. In brief, the prosecution case is that an FIR was lodged by Sri Pradip 

Chetia  on  3/9/2010  before  the  acting  O.C  of  Lumding  Police  Station, 

Lumding alleging interalia that  on that day itself at about 2 p.m. around 

10 (Ten)  persons  led  by the accused viz,  Smti  Uma Bhowmick,  Smti. 

Mandira Das, Sri Lakhan Ray, Samar Choudhury, Dhiraj Das, Bidyut Paul, 

Jayanta Dutta came to the campus of Lumding P.S and they wanted to 

know  about  the  Lumding  P.S  case  no  118/10  and  when  they  were 

informing  about  the  aforesaid  case,  a  group  of  around  1000(One 

Thousand) unauthorized public coming along with the aforesaid accused 

armed with stick and stones caused damage to the Govt. gypsy bearing 

no AS-30/2745, Govt. motorcycle bearing no-AS-31-4630(pulsar), a tata 
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sumo car bearing no-AS-18-A-4650, a fire service vehicle bearing no-AS-

30/0096, a motor cycle of VDP secretary Gautama Bhowmick bearing no-

NL-07/E0385(Yamaha), a pick up van that was stood at the road near the 

police station beraing no AS-30/0774, two garages of the P.S and to the 

quarter’s wall of the informant. Thereafter when the informant was trying 

to use the megaphone of the P.S, the unauthorized public grabbed the 

same and broke it. In the meanwhile, the people, who came to know 

about the Lumding P.S case no-118/10, had been dispersed from the P.S 

and the unauthorized people started pelting stones and some of them 

started breaking the furniture and inverter of the informant’s office. In 

order to disband the illegal gatherings,  the informant started throwing 

water through fire service vehicle, but the gatherings didn’t come under 

control and they continued pelting stones. Then the informant ordered his 

staffs to use lathi charge. Then also the people didn’t disperse and hence 

the informant ordered his staffs to use Mob control Gun. Thereafter the 

unauthorised public started going back slowly in the direction of Lumding 

Market.  In the  meantime,  the  people  attacked and damaged the tata 

sumo car of P.K. Doley, the then Executive Magistrate, Hojai when he was 

coming to the P.S from the side of Lumding Market and they also caused 

hand injury to one home guard namely, Abdul Jabbar by pelting stones. 

In  the  meantime,  one  member  of  their  battalion  namely,  Junti  Das 

sustained  injury  and  hence  the  informant  ordered  his  staffs  to  shoot 

beneath the knees to save the life of the magistrate and his staffs. One 

Karuna Sankar Dey sustained leg injury when one bullet hit his leg and he 

was  then  sent  to  Lumding  Railway  Hospital  for  treatment.  The 

unauthorised  public  again  started  pelting  stones  at  the  police.  In  the 

meantime, the then Addl. S.P. Nagaon Rosy Kalita and then SDPO, Hojai 

Prasanta Dutta arrived at the place of occurrence and they sustained leg 

injuries as a result of throwing stones. The PSO of SDPO, Hojai Nilamoni 

Biswas also sustained inujury. Thereafter, by using lathi charge and by 

shooting through Mob Control Gun got the unauthorised public dispersed. 

As a result of pelting stones by the unauthorised public as many as 12 

(Twelve)  police  people  got  injured  altogether.  They  are  named  as 
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1.Rousy  Kalita  2.  Mr.  Prsansata  Dutta  3.  Abdul  Jabbar  4.  HG Makbul 

Hussain 5. Dulal Paul 6. Junti Das 7. Hitesh Das 8. Nilamoni Biswas 9. 

Azizul Haque 10. Moinul Haque 11. Amsor Ali 12. Bakul Rajkhowa. In the 

meantime it came to know from secreat source that two from Lumding 

that  is  Swapan Kar and Aditya Bhattacharjee incited the unauthorised 

public.

2. On receiving the FIR Lumding P.S. registered a case bearing Lumding P.S. 

case No-119/10 u/s 147/148/149/447/448/427/333/336/323/325/120(B) 

IPC  and  started  investigation  and  on  completion  of  investigation,  I/O 

submitted  charge  sheet  u/s 

147/148/149/447/448/427/332/336/323/120B  IPC  against  the  accused 

persons above named.

3. Upon  receiving  the  charge  sheet  cognizance  was  taken  against  the 

accused persons. The proceeding against the accused commenced and on 

the  date  of  their  appearance,  the  copies  of  relevant  documents  were 

furnished to them in compliance with section 207 Cr.P.C. Having found 

prima  facie  materials u/s  147/148/149/447/448/427/332/120B  IPC  a 

formal charge framed against the accused persons and then the charges 

so framed was read over and explained to the accused persons to which 

they didn’t plead guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. It  is pertinent to mention here that vide order dated 12/11/12 of this 

court the accused Aditya Bhattacharjee stood discharged.

5. During the course of trial the prosecution examined as many as Thirty 

Four  (34)  witnesses including the informant  and victims.  The accused 

persons examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. Their plea was of total denial of the 

prosecution case. Accused declined to adduce any evidence. 

6. Heard  the  argument  of  the  learned  Addl.  Public  Prosecutor  for  the 

prosecution and learned counsels for the accused persons.

7. Points for determination:
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1. Whether the accused persons, on 3/9/2010 at around 2 pm, being 

members  of  an unlawful  assembly  with a common object  made a 

criminal conspiracy to commit the offence of criminal trespass and to 

deter  the  public  servants  from discharging  their  duty  and  thereby 

committed an offence punishable under section 120B/149 IPC?

2. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same date,  time and  place, 

being members of an unlawful assembly with a common object used 

force  and  violence  and  thereby  committed  an  offence  punishable 

under section 147/149 IPC?

3. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same date,  time and  place, 

being  members  of  an  unlawful  assembly  with  a  common  object, 

committed the offence of rioting being armed with deadly weapon like 

“lathis” and “stones” and thereby committed an offence punishable 

under section 148/149 IPC?

4. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same date,  time and  place, 

being  members  of  an  unlawful  assembly  with  a  common  object 

criminally  trespassed  into  the  Lumding  Police  Station  campus  to 

commit the offence of rioting etc. and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under section 447/149 IPC?

5. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same date,  time and  place, 

being  members  of  an  unlawful  assembly  with  a  common  object 

criminally trespassed into the Lumding Police Station to commit the 

offence of rioting etc. and thereby committed an offence punishable 

under section 448/149 IPC?

6. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same date,  time and  place, 

being  members  of  unlawful  assembly  with  a  common  object, 

damaged and destroyed the vehicles, bikes and boundary walls and 

caused loss to the public in general and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under section 427/149 IPC?
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7. Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same date,  time and  place, 

being  members  of  an  unlawful  assembly  with  a  common  object, 

obstructed the public servants and deter them from discharging their 

duty by voluntarily causing hurt to them and thereby committed an 

offence punishable under section 332/149 IPC?

8. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:

Let me lay down the relevant testimonies of the prosecution witnesses-

PW-1,  Pradip  Chetia  who  happens  to  be  the  informant  of  this  case 

deposed that  on 3/9/2010 he was working as  acting O.C of  Lumding 

Police  Station.  He  lodged  the  FIR of  the  instant  case.  He  knows the 

accused persons. On the day of occurrence at around 2 pm the accused 

viz,  Smti  Uma  Bhowmick,  Smti.  Mandira  Das,  Sri  Lakhan  Ray,  Samar 

Choudhury, Dhiraj Das, Bidyut Paul, Jayanta Dutta came to the  Lumding 

P.S  to  know  about  the  Lumding  P.S  case  no  118/10.  When  he  was 

discussing  about  the  aforesaid  case,  a  group  of  around  1000(One 

Thousand) unauthorized public coming along with the aforesaid accused 

persons armed with sticks and stones entered to the P.S and started 

pelting stones. The unauthorized people coming along with the accused 

persons had broken one gypsy car, one pick up van, one motor cycle, two 

garages of the P.S and one fire brigade car. They entered to his chamber 

and broke down furniture of his chamber. When he was trying to use the 

megaphone of the P.S,  one from the unauthorized public grabbed the 

same and broke it. When the police staffs and battalion party available at 

the P.S at that time tried to calm down the public, they caused injury to 

them by pelting stones. Then and there he informed then S.P about the 

incident  over  mobile  phone.  In  the  meantime,  the  then  Executive 

Magistrate Doley came to the P.S to gather information of the incident 

and the people had broken down his Tata Sumo car in the street in front 

of the P.S. In order to make disbandment of the people firstly, police 

used lathi charge and then used firing through Mob Control Gun. Even 

then when the people didn’t disperse, police shot one jai bullet to save 

the life of the magistrate. On that firing one people among the accused 
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got leg injury and he was immediately taken to the hospital. Thereafter 

the then SDO Civil, Sankardev Nagar, the then Additional SP Rosy Kalita 

and the then SDPO, Hojai Prasanta Dutta arrived at the police station. 

The  people  again  started  pelting  stone  on  them and  as  a  result  the 

Addl.SP, SDPO and 12 (Twelve) police personals sustained injury. All the 

injured  were  medically  treated.  Later  on,  he  lodged  ejaher  before 

Lumding P.S. as regards the occurrence. Ext-1 is the ejaher and Ext-1(1) 

is his signature. The investigating officer had seized the broken vehicles 

and the stones thrown by the unauthorised public. Police had recorded 

his statement.  

During cross the informant stated that the cause of the mob was that a 

molestation case, being Lumding P.S case No 118/2010 ,had been given 

against the then ASI of Lumding P.S. namely, Anjan Saikia by his maid. 

The  mob was  happened about  two  days after  the registration  of  the 

aforesaid case. In the ejaher he has given the names of 10 (ten) persons. 

Against how many persons the case has been charge sheeted he does 

not know. The FIR named accused had come to his office to know about 

the Lumding P.S case no 118/10. He doesn’t know the persons from the 

mob who had pelted stones and had broken down the vehicles. He denied 

the suggestion put to him by the defence counsels.

Pw-2, Dilip Nath Hazarika deposed that on 3/9/2010 the informant Pradip 

Chetia was working as acting O.C of Lumding P.S and he was working as 

ASI on the same station. On that day at around 2 pm the accused Bidyut 

Paul,  Samar  Choudhury,  Dhiraj  Dey,  Sindhu  Choudhury,  Samar 

Purkayastha along with some other male and female persons came and 

entered into the chamber of the then O.C Pradip Chetia and they asked 

about  the  Lumding  P.S  case  no  118/10.  In  the  meantime  some 

unauthorised public armed with stick and stone entered into the campus 

of the P.S and asked “where is ASI Anjan Saikia?” and then they made 

the situation tensed by  sounding “Anjan Saikia Murdabad”. When the 

informant  Pradip  Chetia  asked  them  to  go  away  from  the  P.S  they 

became angry and had broken down one gypsy of the P.S., one pick up 
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van, one motor cycle, one fire brigade car. Then the O.C. ordered lathi 

charge and as a result of lathi charge the unauthorised people went some 

distance  back.  In  the  meantime,  when  the  Executive  Magistrate  P.K. 

Doley was coming towards the P.S, the unauthorised public obstructed 

him and broke down his car and tried to attack him. Due to pelting stones 

one of their home guard that is Abdul Jabbar got hand injury. Then O.C 

ordered to shoot beneath the knees to save the life  of  the Executive 

Magistrate. One from the unauthorised public got leg injury. Immediately 

he was sent to hospital  for treatment. In the meantime Addl.S.P,  and 

SDPO, Hojai came to the place of occurrence. Again the unauthorised 

public  started  pelting  stones  and  as  a  result  total  12(twelve)  police 

personals  sustained  injury  and  they  were  sent  to  the  hospital  for 

treatment. Again when police started firing through mob control gun the 

people dispersed and fled  away.  Thereafter  acting O.C lodged written 

ejaher.  

During cross he stated that the persons, whose names have been stated 

by him, came to the Lumding P.S. to ask about the Lumding P.S. case 

No-118/10. That case was given against ASI Anjan Saikia of his P.S by 

the maid of Anjan Saikia alleging that she was molested by Anjan Saikia. 

At the time of incident he was at a different room. Around 1000 public 

gathered outside the P.S when the aforesaid accused entered to the O.C.s 

chamber. He doesn’t know who has committed what wrong among the 

unauthorised people. The mob was coming under the leadership of the 

accused persons viz, Bidyut Paul, Dhiraj Dey, Samar Choudhury, Samar 

Purkayastah, Partha Saha along with some male and female persons. He 

further stated that he didn’t see the accused when they entered into the 

office. After five minutes he came to know that the accused came. He 

denied the suggestions put to him by the defence counsel.

Pw-3 Sunil  Kumar Medhi deposed that on 3/9/2010 the informant was 

working as acting O.C of Lumding P.S and he was working as ASI on the 

same station.  On that  day at  around  2  pm the residents  of  Lumding 

namely, Uma Bhowmick, Mandira Das and Lakhan Ray came to the P.S 
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and they were discussing about the Lumding P.S. case No-118/10. While 

discussion was going on around 1000 public gathered outside the P. S. 

armed  with  stick  and  stone  and  started  sounding  that  “Anjan  Saikia 

Murdabad”  and  they  created  a  very  riotous  situation.  Thereafter  the 

informant and the staffs available at the P.S tried to advice them not to 

create  a  riotous  environment,  but  they  didn’t  obey  their  advice  and 

destroyed one gypsy car, one 407 vehicle, one motor cycle and one fire 

service  car.  They  also  broke down one  motor  cycle  of  VDP secretary 

Gautam Bhowmick. Thereafter they started pelting stones. The O.C then 

ordered lathi charge. Thereafter as per the direction of the O.C. they used 

Pump  Action  Gun.  Thereafter  the  O.C  ordered  to  shoot  beneath  the 

knees. One from the unauthorised public got leg injury. Immediately he 

was sent to hospital for treatment. After some time when the Executive 

Magistrate  P.K.  Doley  was  coming  towards  the  P.S,  the  unauthorised 

people obstructed him and broke down his tata sumo car. About 2 hours 

after the then Addl.S.P, and SDPO, Hojai came to the place of occurrence. 

Again the unauthorised public started pelting stones and as a result total 

12(twelve)  police  personal  sustained  injury.  The  unauthorised  public 

dispersed from the place of occurrence when the Addl.S.P, and SDPO and 

Executive Magistrate counselled them. The injured were sent to Lumding 

Hospital for treatment. Among the unauthorised public he saw accused 

Sindhu, Partha and Samar in the court. During occurrence govt property 

of valuing around Rs 10 (Ten Lakh) has been lost.

During Cross he stated that no T.I.P. was done in the instant case.  For 

the first  time he saw Sindhu, Partha and Samar in the court and had 

shown them. During recording 161Cr.P.C statement their names were not 

given.  The  no  of  unauthorised  public  was  more  than  1000(One 

Thousand). He cannot say who had committed what wrong among the 

unauthorised  people.  He  denied  the  suggestions  put  to  him  by  the 

defence counsel.

Pw-4,  Dulal  Pal  deposed  that  on  3/9/2010  he  was  working  as  escort 

security at Lumding Police Station. On that day at about 4:30 pm he went 
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to the P.S along with police staff of Udali P.S when they came to know 

about disturbances at Lumding P.S.  On reaching there he saw around 

1000 public  breaking chairs,  tables  of  the office of  the P.S and govt. 

vehicles by entering into the P.S. Thereafter the O.C. ordered for lathi 

charging to disperse the mob and accordingly they used lathi charge. In 

the meantime,  when one Executive Magistrate P.K.  Doley was coming 

towards the P.S, the unauthorised people obstructed him and broke down 

his car. He got chest and leg injury when stones thrown by the public hit 

him and he then and there fell down and he became senseless. He was 

then sent  to  Lumding hospital  for  treatment.  He doesn’t  indentify  the 

accused persons which are present in the court today. Thereafter he was 

declared hostile by the prosecution.

Pw-5 Nilamoni Biswas deposed that on 3/9/2010 he was working as PSO 

of Prsasanta Dutta, then SDPO, Hojai. On that day at around 2:30-3:00 

pm he arrived at  Lumding P.S.  along with SDPO, Hojai  and saw that 

around  1000  people  had  been  pelting  stones  at  the  P.S.  As  per  the 

direction of SDPO they started lathi charge upon the unauthorised public. 

As  a  result  of  pelting  stones  he  got  injury  below the  eye.  They  saw 

broken P.S house, glass, table, chair of the chamber of O.C when they 

arrived at the P.S. On that incident govt property of valuing around Rs 10 

(Ten Lakh) has been lost.

During cross he stated that he didn’t see and hear as to how the articles 

were broken.

Pw-6  Bakul  Rajkhowa  deposed  that  on  3/9/2010  he  was  working  as 

constable attached to the then Additional Security Officer, Nagaon. On 

that  day  at  around  3:30  pm he came to  know that  there was  some 

disturbance at Lumding P.S. so that he arrived at Lumding P.S along with 

then  Additional  Security  Officer.  On  arrival  he  saw  that  around  1000 

people entered into the P.S and had broken glass of the P.S, two bikes, 

fire brigade vehicle etc. Then as per the direction of Addl. Security Officer 

the  police  started  lathi  charging  upon  the  public  for  disbandment. 

Thereafter the people went some distance back and they started pelting 
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stones and as a result he got ear injury and some of staffs got injuries. 

The injured were sent to Lumding Hospital for treatment.

During cross he stated that none of the accused persons, who are present 

in the court, were present in the mob.

PW-7,  Nilakanta  Saikia  deposed  that  the  incident  occurred  four  years 

back. On the day of incident around one thousand angry public entered 

into the P.S and caused damage to one 407 bus, one gypsy car, one 

motor cycle and one fire brigade car. As a result of pelting stones 4-5 

police  personal  sustained  injury.  Thereafter  the  O.C.  ordered  for  lathi 

charging to disperse the mob and accordingly battalion party used lathi 

charge. In the meantime SDO, SDPO and Addl.S.P arrived there and they 

ordered for firing rubber bullet beneath the knees. As a result of firing 

one from the mob sustained knee injury. After some time the mob has 

been dispersed. Since there was darkness at the time of occurrence so, 

he couldn’t identify the mob and as such he cannot identify the accused 

present  in  the  court  today.  The  occurrence  began  at  2  Pm  and  it 

continued till 4pm. I.O. had recorded his statement and he told before 

the I.O. the he couldn’t identify the accused. Thereafter he was declared 

hostile by the prosecution.

Pw-8, Azizul Haque deposed that he knows the informant. The incident 

occurred in the yaer 2010. The incident took place at Lumding P.S at 

around 2pm. On that day around 2 pm 2-4 female persons and 5-6 male 

persons entered into the chamber of the O.C and they were discussing 

about something else. At that time around 1-2 thousand public coming 

from all directions entered into the campus of the P.S and started giving 

slogan hi hi. A few from the public slowly entered inside the P.S and had 

broken down furniture of the P.S, window glass, files of the O.C. room, 

inverter, one gypsy car, one 407 bus and one fire brigade car. In the 

meantime O.C ordered to lathi charge. Then the public went away from 

the P.S and they obstructed a vehicle of a Magistrate and had broken 

down the glass of the same and then the O.C ordered firing and on being 

used rubber bullet one from the unauthorised public sustained leg injury. 
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As a result of pelting stone he got chest and leg injury. Thereafter the 

public slowly disperse from the place of occurrence. From the accused 

present in the court today he identified Amit Sharma.

During Cross he stated that he doesn’t  know the name of the person 

whom he said that he was present among the unauthorised public and his 

name is Amit Das. Police interrogated him and he asked before the police 

that he knew two-three persons, but didn’t know the names. He was not 

brought before any Judicial Magistrate to identify any person.  He doesn’t 

know what has been done by the person to whom he said among the 

unauthorised public. He denied the suggestion put to him by the defence 

counsel.

Pw-9 Bishnu Das deposed that the incident occurred in the year 2010. 

The incident took place at Lumding P.S at around 2pm. On that day three 

persons  namely,  Mandira,  Uma  Bhowmick  and  Lakhan  Ray  and  the 

informant were discussing about something. While the discussion was on 

progress suddenly he saw a large no of public outside the P.S sounded 

different slogans and after sometimes they started pelting stones and as 

a result some police personal got injured. As a result of throwing stones a 

police gypsy car, one 709 bus, two bikes and one fire service car got 

damaged. Thereafter the O.C. had ordered for lathi charging and then 

O.C ordered for firing. As a result of firing one from the unauthorised 

public got leg injury.  Thereafter the SDPO and SDO Civil  came to the 

place of  occurrence and tried  to  maintain  the situation.  He didn’t  get 

injury. Ext-2 is the seizure list and Ext-2(2) is his signature. Ext-3 is the 

seizure list and Ext-3(1) is his signature. He has been known as Bishnu 

Das as well as Bishnu Lal Das. In the Ex-2 and 3 he has put his signature 

as Bishnu Lal Das. He has seen the seized stones in the court today. M. 

Ext-Ka is the said seized stones. Later on, he came to know that Mandira, 

Uma Bhowmick and Lakhan Ray came to the O.C to know about a case 

relating to a girl. He has seen Mandira, Uma Bhowmick and Lakhan Ray in 

the court today.
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During cross he stated that at the time of occurrence he was in his room 

inside the P.S. He cannot remember the person from whom he had learnt 

that Mandira, Uma Bhowmick and Lakhan Ray had come to the O.C to 

discuss about a case relating to a girl. He cannot say the complete list of 

the seized articles seized by the police. He signed in the Ext-2 and Ext-3 

as per the direction of the police, but police didn’t tell him about what 

articles were seized by them. He doesn’t know the names of the persons 

who were connected with the occurrence as he was inside the room.

Pw-10,  Jayanta  Karmakar  deposed  that  he  knows the  informant.  The 

incident  occurred  in  the year  2010.  On that  day  at  around  3  pm he 

arrived at the Lumding P.S and saw that the chamber of the O.C of the 

P.S. had been jumbled. He also saw that the chair, table and glass of the 

O.C chamber had been broken and he saw one Gypsy car, 407 car, one 

fire brigade car, one motor cycle in the state of broken. Thereafter he 

along with other staffs went to the gate of P.S in compliance with the 

direction of the O.C to resist the public. He heard the sound of breaking 

glass of car. When they came forward they saw an Executive Magistrate 

in  the car  and they took him inside the P.S and that  time the public 

started  pelting  stones  and  as  a  result  of  pelting  stones  some  police 

personals got injured and one homegurad sustained hand injury. The O.C 

then ordered firing and as a result of firing one from the unauthorised 

public got leg injury. At that time Addl.SP Security, Nagaon and SDPO, 

Hojai Prasanta Dutta arrived at the place of occurrence taking CRPF party 

along with them. Thereafter he was sent to Lumding Chariali along with 

the CRPF party for  doing duty.  Seeing the CRPF party and police the 

public dispersed. When he was coming to the P.S a person named Lakan 

Ray assisted him in entering to the P.S. 

Cross declined.

PW-11,  Pankaj  Kumar  Deori  deposed  that  in  the  year  2010  he  was 

working as a co worker of Full Platoon Group, Lumding P.S. One day at 

around 2-21/2 pm around one thousand people surrounded the Lumding 

P.S. some of them had broken down table, chair, glass etc. by entering 
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into the chamber of the O.C . The aforesaid public broke down two motor 

cycles lying inside the P.S campus, one pick up van and one fire brigade 

car. They also broke down the glass of the vehicles of SDPO, Hojai and 

SDC by attacking their vehicles. For protecting them the O.C had ordered 

for using gas gun and lathi charge. When the public attacked the police 

by pelting stones one from the battalion got leg injury. Thereafter they 

were ordered for blank firing and accordingly they fired bullet and then 

the unauthorised public dispersed slowly. He doesn’t identify the accused 

as the incident occurred 3-4 years ago.

Cross declined.

Pw-12, Balen Bordoloi deposed that in the year 2010 he was working as a 

constable  at  Lumding  P.S.  One  day  at  around  2:30  pm around  1ooo 

public came to the P.S and had broken down one motor cycle, one fire 

service car and one gypsy van. They had also broken down table, chair, 

and glass etc. of the P.S. as per the direction of the O.C they tried to 

make disbandment the public by lathi charging. Some police personals 

got injured as a result of throwing stones. The public also pelted stone 

upon the SDPO, Hojai. Thereafter they were ordered for blank firing and 

accordingly they fired bullet and then the unauthorised public dispersed 

slowly. He cannot identify the unauthorised public as there were so many 

public. 

Cross declined.

Pw-13, Sanjib Das deposed that in the year 2010 he was working as a co 

worker of Platoon Group, Lumding P.S. One day at about 2-3 pm around 

four thousand people broke down one fire brigade car lying inside the 

campus of the P.S, one motor cycle by pelting stones. At that time the 

SDPO and one Magistrate arrived at the P.S and they ordered for blank 

firing to get the public dispersed and when the battalion party fired bullet 

the  unauthorised  public  dispersed  slowly.  He  sustained  no  injury.  He 

could not  identify the public as at  that  time there were 4-5 thousand 

people.
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Cross declined.

Pw-14, Gunakanta Pegu deposed that in the year 2010 he was working as 

a co worker of Platoon Group, Lumding P.S. One day at about 2-21/2 pm 

around more than 1000 people came to the P.S to break down the P.S. 

The said public broke down one motorcycle lying inside the campus of the 

P.S, table, chair and glass of the chamber of O.C. At that time the SDPO, 

Hojai arrived at the P.S and one Magistrate ordered them for blank firing 

to get the public dispersed and then the battalion party fired bullet in the 

air. He sustained no injury. He could not identify the unauthorised public 

as  at  that  time  there  were  more  than  one  thousand  public  and  the 

incident occurred 4-5 years ago.

Cross declined.

Pw-15 Dr. Rajib Kanti Das deposed that on 3/9/ 2010 he was working as 

a Medical Office at Lumding CHC/FRU. On that day at about 9:20 Pm 

patients were escorted by ASI S.K. Medhi and UBC Pradip Bhuyan. On 

that day he examined on police requisition injured no-1 HG Abdul Jaffar 

(45), injured no-2 HG Makbul Hussain (38), injured no-3 ABC/851 Dulal 

Pal(35),  injured  no-4  constable  no-469  Jyoti  Das(22),  injured  no-5 

constable no- 395Hitesh Das(22), injured no-6 constable no-178 Nilomoni 

Biswas(35)  ,  injured  no-7  HG  Ajijul  Haque  (28),  injured  no-8  Moinul 

Haque (22)  injured no-9 HG  Ansar  Ali(27),  injured no-10 UBC Bakul 

Rajkhowa (44) , injured no-11 Rousy Kalita (34) ,injured no-12 Prasanta 

Dutta (38). On diagnosis he found patient no-1 Abdul Jabbar having pain 

and swelling in left forearm for which he advised x-ray left forearm both 

posterior  and lateral  view and rest  all  patients  have generalised body 

bruise and pain with no sign of injury. Ext-4 is the medical report and Ext-

4(1) is his signature.

During cross he stated that he has not mentioned the case number in the 

medical report as police hasn’t provided the same. He further deposed 

that the diagnosis that he made of all the patients in his medical report 

that is pain,swelling,body bruise  may be of old history of the patients.  
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Pw-16, Hitesh Das deposed that in the year 2010 he was working as a 

constable of Platoon Group, Lumding P.S. One day in the year 2010 at 

about 10-10:30 am 1 dozen people (1 dozen=12) came to the O.C of 

Lumding  P.S  and  they  were  discussing  about  something.  Thereafter 

around 1000 people came and entered inside the boundary of the P.S and 

started shouting and they broke down one gypsy car standing inside the 

campus of the P.S, one 407 car, two motor cycles and one fire service 

car. The said people entered into the chamber of the O.C and broke down 

table, chair etc. of his office. As per the direction of the O.C they started 

lathi charging and seeing that the people started pelting stones. Seeing 

that situation the O.C ordered blank firing and then they started blank 

firing  and then also  the people didn’t  calm down.  Thereafter  the O.C 

ordered them to shoot rubber bullet beneath the knees and accordingly 

they shot rubber bullet.  He fired 15 jai  bullets.  As a result  of  pelting 

stones he along with several persons sustained injury. On that day when 

SDPO,  Hojai  and  CRPF  party  came  the  people  slowly  dispersed.  He 

doesn’t identify the accused as he has not been in Lumding for last four 

years and he has been working at different places.

Cross declined.

Pw-17, Pradip Kumar Doley deposed that on 3/9/2010 he was working as 

an Election Officer cum Executive Magistrate at SDO (Civil) office, Hojai. 

On that day he came to know from SDO (Civil) that there were some 

disturbances at Lumding P.S., so he had to go on law and order duty and 

accordingly he arrived at Lumding P.S. He saw around 300-400 people 

creating disturbances and pelting stones before 10-15 metres ahead from 

the P.S. and as a result of pelting stones some damage caused to his tata 

sumo car. Thereafter he entered P.S and wherein he saw the table, chair 

in a broken state and he further saw some cars inside the campus of the 

P.S in the state of partial damaged. Later on, additional force came and 

they dispersed the people. He couldn’t identify the public as there were 

so many public.

Cross declined.
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Pw-18, Kishore Sharma @ Bhola Sarma deposed that the incident took 

place in the year 2010. The incident took place at about 2-2:30 Pm. On 

that day around 1000 public assembled before the Lumding P.S and they 

created a chaotic situation in front of the P.S and seeing that he went to 

his  house.  After  leaving for  home he didn’t  know anything  about  the 

incident.

Cross declined.

Pw-19, Ganesh Sonowal deposed that on 14/9/10 he was working as a 

MVI officer at DTO office, Nagaon. On that day on police requisition of 

Lumding P.S case No-119/10, he examined AS 30/0096,  a fire tender 

vehicle. On examination he found-

1. Win shield glass damage and body covering partially damage. 

Ext-5 is his report. Ext-5(1) is his signature. 

On the same day on same requisition he examined AS 18/A 4650, a Tata 

Sumo vehicle. On examination he found-

1. a winshield glass damage and rear body glass damage

Ext-6 is his report. Ext-6(1) is his signature.

And he also examined another vehicle NL 07/E 0385, a Yamaha bike and 

on examination he found-

1. Fuel Tank damage

2. Side cover damage

3. Front part of the vehicle damage

4. Battery damage

5. Seat damge

Ext-7 is his report. Ext-7(1) is his signature.
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He  also  examined  another  vehicle  AS  30/4630,  a  police  bike  and  on 

examination he found-

1. Motor cycle completely damage

Ext-8 is his report. Ext-8(1) is his signature

He also examined another vehicle bearing no AS 30/2745, a police gypsy 

and on examination he found-

1. winshield glass damage

2. headlight damage

3. driver door glass damage

4. engine bonet damage

5. hoot completely damage

6. body partially damage

Ext-9 is his report. Ext-9(1) is his signature

On the same requisition he also examined another vehicle bearing no AS 

30/0774, a 407 truck police vehicle and on examination he found-

1. winshield glass damage

2. both headlight damage

Ext-10 is his report. Ext-10(1) is his signature. During cross he stated that 

he hasn’t mentioned the place, date and time in his report from Ext-5 to 

Ext-10. He hasn’t mentioned the cause of damage of the vehicle in his 

reports from Ext-5 to Ext-10, but he mentioned the case reference.

Pw-20, Dr. Parimal Ch. Acharjee deposed that on the day of incident he 

got a phone call from one Tapash and he came to know that there was 

some disturbance and firing at Lumding P.S and so he had to come.  He 

then confirmed the matter  from his  friend Tapash and came to know 

about  firing  by  police.  On  31/10/10  he  came  to  Lumding  and  on 
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7/11/2010  he  was  called  by  police  of  Lumding  P.S  to  the  P.S  and 

questioned him about the incident. He told the police that around 15-20 

persons  had  some  discussion  in  front  of  the  house  of  the  accused 

Mantosh Paul and Oli Talukder and when  he asked them they  told that 

they  had  come  to  the  house  of  Oli  Talukader  for  discussing  about 

breaking down of Lumding P.S. He cannot remember who the said 15-20 

persons were. Thereafter he was declared hostile by the prosecution.

During  cross  by  the  Addl.  PP  he  stated  that  he  knows  the  accused 

persons who are present in the dock today as residents of Lumding. He 

knows them since birth. He denied the suggestion that it  is false that 

when he asked the 10-15 persons they didn’t told him that they had come 

to the house of Oli Talukader for discussing about break down of Lumding 

P.S.  He hasn’t  told before police during evidence that on 2/9/2010 at 

about 6 pm he was at his home and at that time he saw 10-15 persons 

coming out from the house of Mantu Paul and out of them he identified 

Lakahn Ray, Uma Bhowmick and Aditya Bhattacharjee. When he asked 

Aditya Bhattacharjee as to why so many people, Aditya Bhattacharjee told 

him that P.S would be broken tomorrow and he was asked to come but 

he didn’t go there on the next date. He heard about break down of P.S. 

It is true that these persons have committed the incident of this case by 

planning.  He  denied  the  suggestion  that  he  has  deposed  falsely  by 

keeping the truth in secret for the interest of the accused.

During cross by the defence counsels he deposed that he was on medical 

leave from 16-8-2010 to 31-10-2010. He went to Calcutta for treatment 

after  obtaining  medical  and  station  leave  form Lumding  P.S.  He  was 

hospitalised at New land Shine Nursing Home, Calcutta.  He had been 

hospitalised  from 27/8/2010  to  5/10/2010.  He  arrived  at  Lumding  on 

31/10/2010. On 7/11/2010 he was called to the P.S for interrogation. He 

has stated before police during his statement that on 6/11/2010 at about 

6:30 pm he saw some persons in front of the house of the Mantu Paul 

and Oli Talukader and on being asked the persons told him that they had 

come to take legal advice as regards break down of police station.  He 
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further deposed that what has been stated by him in his suggestion put 

to him by the govt. advocate after declaring him as hostile witness that 

was not told before police as on that day he was not at Lumding.

Pw-21  Debasis  Sen  deposed  that  on  the  day  of  incident  he  was  at 

Lumding market and there was so much of disturbance going on. He saw 

many persons going to the direction of Lumding P.S and seeing that he 

was also going towards Lumding P.S and on reaching there he saw many 

persons breaking tables, chairs, vehicles etc by entering into the P.S.  The 

situation being tense he left the place. Police took his name and address 

seeing him near the P.S on the day of incident. Police questioned him. He 

hasn’t seen the accused present, who are in the dock today, at the place 

of occurrence on the day incident. Thereafter he was declared hostile by 

the prosecution. He denied the suggestions put tom him by the Addl.P.P 

During cross by defence counsels he deposed that on the day of incident 

the police had written his name and address. Police didn’t ask him about 

the occurrence and he also said nothing about the occurrence. He hadn’t 

told the name of any accused. He doesn’t know anything as to why police 

has brought the names of accused in his statement.

Pw-22, Chand Mia deposed that the incident occurred on a day at about 

1:30 Pm in the year 2010. On that day on hearing hue and cry he came 

out  from  the  backside  berek  of  the  P.S  and  saw  that  many  people 

creating disturbance inside and outside the P.S. A few of them sounded 

“police murabad” and some of them were breaking vehicles inside the 

campus of the P.S.  When O.C of Lumding P.S came to use mega phone 

the said people grabbed the same and broke it. When O.C ordered for 

lathi charging and accordingly they used lathi charge upon the people and 

the  people  went  away  from the  campus  of  the  P.S  and  they  started 

pelting stones. In the meantime, Executive Magistrate Doley came and 

the people caused damaged to his  car by pelting stones. At that time 

when the Addl.S.P. Rosy Kalita arrived and she also got injury as a result 

of pelting stones. Then the O.C. ordered for firing of rubber bullet and 

when they fired rubber bullet  the people  dispersed from the place of 
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occurrence and again they came and pelted stones and as a result some 

of his  staffs got injured. He sustained no injury.  Around 2-21/2 hours 

after  the  people  dispersed.  On  that  incident  public  property  valuing 

around 2-21/2 lakh has been lost.

During cross he stated that he doesn’t know as to whether T.I.P. was 

held or not.

Pw-23, Amsar Ali deposed that in the year 2010 he was working as a 

constable  at  Lumding  P.S.  One  day  at  about  2:30  pm while  he  was 

sleeping in his room located at the backside of the P.S he heard slogan as 

“Anjan Saikia murabad” and where he is? Come out. Hearing hue and cry 

he  came  out  and  saw  the  angry  public  breaking  vehicles  inside  the 

campus of the P.S. In the meantime, one Executive Magistrate came and 

the people broke down his car. Then the O.C ordered for lathi charging 

and accordingly they used lathi charge upon the people and when they 

lathi charged the people started pelting stones and as a result their staffs 

Makbul Hussain and Abdul Jabbar sustained hand injury. Then the O.C. 

ordered  for  firing  of  rubber  bullet.  Despite  firing  rubber  bullet  the 

unauthorised  people  didn’t  calm  down  and  then  the  O.C  ordered  his 

battalion party to use their rifles and as a result one public got injured 

and he was immediately taken to the hospital. Later on, the unauthorised 

public dispersed. On that incident public property valuing around 3-4 lakh 

destroyed. He didn’t  identify anyone from the said public today in the 

court as he came to Lumding just fifteen days ago from the day of the 

incident.

Cross declined.

Pw-24,  Moinul  Haque  deposed  that  on  the  date  of  incident  he  was 

working as a home guard at Lumding P.S. and on that day he came out 

of his room and saw that around 1000 people breaking table, chair, two 

gypsy car, bike etc. by entering in the P.S. Thereafter the Addl.S.P came 

and  ordered  them for  lathi  charging  and  then the  people  went  away 

slowly. The unauthorised people started pelting stones and as a result 
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two homegurads got injured. He sustained slight injury at his right leg. He 

hasn’t seen the unauthorised public in the court today.

Cross declined

Pw-25  Makbul  Hussain  deposed  that  on  the  day  of  incident  he  was 

coming along with his  six staffs to the Lumding P.S escorting a circle 

officer. On reaching the P.S. he saw the broken cars, bike etc.  The public 

again started pelting stones after they had reached the P.S. He sustained 

hand and leg injury as a result  of  pelting stones.  He hasn’t  seen the 

unauthorised public in the court today.

Cross declined.

Pw-26,Junti Das deposed that on a day in the year 2010 the then O.C of 

Lumding P.S came to his camp and called his staffs and told them to stay 

at the gate of the P.S. when they came out they saw that around 1000 

angry public had been breaking a 407 bus, one fire service car, glass of 

the P.S. On that time a vehicle of a magistrate came, the public broke the 

glass of that vehicle by throwing stones. As per the direction of the O.C 

they used lathi charge upon the public. Then the O.C. ordered for blank 

firing and when they blank fired, the angry public  dispersed from the 

place of occurrence. He doesn’t  know as to whether the unauthorised 

public are present in the court or not.

During cross he stated he does not identify the persons who had broken 

down the P.S.

Pw-27,  Prabin Chandra Barik  deposed that  the incident  took place on 

3/9/2010. On that day at around 2pm around 5-6 persons came to the 

P.S to discuss about the case that was given against ASI Anjan Saikia. 

Lakhan Ray, Uma Bhowmick, Mandira Das, Samar Choudhury, Bidyut Paul 

and some other persons entered into the chamber of the  O.C to know 

about the Anjan Dutta’ s case. While they were discussing about the case, 

around one thousand public entered into the campus of the P.S and some 

of them entered into the chamber of the O.C and they gave slogans. 
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Thereafter they broke the inverter of the chamber of the O.C, chairs etc. 

and then they caused damaged of one gypsy car, fire brigade car,one 

pick up van, one motor cycle by breaking them all. Then the O.C ordered 

for lathi charging and accordingly they used lathi charge upon the people 

and when they lathi charged the people started pelting stones and as a 

result  their  4-5  staffs  sustained  injury.  The  unauthorised  people  also 

caused damaged to the car of one Executive Magistrate. When they fired 

to save the life of the magistrate then the people dispersed and as a 

result of firing one from the unauthorised public got injured. He was then 

sent  to  hospital  by  calling  108  ambulance.  He  didn’t  identify  the 

unauthorised  public  as  there  was  thousand  of  public.  He  doesn’t  the 

persons who led the public who had broken the P.S.

During cross he stated that he doesn’t know as to where the people had 

gone who came to the P.S for discussion when the unauthorised public 

entered into the P.S.  He doesn’t  know as to whether the people who 

came to the P.S for discussion were called by the O.C or not. The people 

who  came  to  the  O.C  for  discussion  among  them  there  was  Uma 

Bhowmick, Ex-Principal Lumding college and professor Uma Bhowmick. 

And the other persons are respected members of the society.

Pw-28,  Prabitra  Kumar  Das  deposed  that  on  the  day  of  incident  on 

hearing sound of pelting stones he came out from his berek and saw 

around 1000 people breaking one gypsy car, one 407 vehicle, one fire 

service car, one motor cycle inside the police station campus. As per the 

direction of the O.C they used lathi charge and the mob got dispersed 

and again they started pelting stones and as a result of pelting stones 

some police personal got injured. The mob also caused damage to a car 

of a magistrate. Thereafter as per the direction of the O.C he fired rubber 

bullet and the mob dispersed. From the mob he knows Sindhu Choudhury 

and Dhiraj as he knows both of them since long.

During cross he deposed that he had written two names that are Sindhu 

Choudhury and Dhiraj Das in his left hand and seeing that he deposed 

today in the court. He cannot identify the persons from the mob through 
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their names and appearances. He cannot say as to what wrong had been 

committed  by  the  Sindhu  Choudhury  and  Dhiraj  Dey  on  the  day  of 

occurrence, but he had seen them in the P.S among 1000 people and 

hence he says their name before this court and he doesn’t know what 

they have done on the day of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that 

he hasn’t seen Sindhu Choudhury and Dhiraj Dey at the campus of the 

P.S on the day of occurrence. He has committed a wrong deposing before 

this court by writing the name of Sindhu Choudhury and Dhiraj Dey in his 

hand. 

Pw-29, Abdul Jabbar deposed that on the day of occurrence he came to 

know from his colleague Prabitra Das that around 5-6 people had come to 

the O.C for knowing about the case that was instituted against ASI Anjan 

Saikia.  In  the  meantime  around  1000  public  started  giving  slogan as 

“Anjan Saikia murdabad” in front of the P.S and they had broken down 

one gypsy car, one 407 vehicle, one fire service car, two motor cycles etc. 

and they caused damage to the chairs, tables, inverter battery etc. of the 

O.C.s office. As per the direction of the O.C they used lathi charge and 

seeing that  the mob started pelting  stones and as  a result  of  pelting 

stones he sustained left hand injury and then he was sent to hospital for 

treatment.

Cross declined.

Pw-30, Rosie Kalita deposed that on 3/9/2010 at around 2 pm SP Nitul 

Gogoi  informed  her  that  the  public  had  broken  Lumding  P.S.  and 

accordingly she arrived at Lumding P.S at about 5pm in the evening. On 

arrival there she saw some vehicles inside the campus at the state of 

broken and she saw fire outside the police campus. At that time around 

one thousand unauthorised  public  assembled  outside the P.S campus. 

Thereafter she offered five minutes to the mob to get dispersed but they 

didn’t  accept it  and they started pelting stones.  As a result  of  pelting 

stones some police personals got injury and she also got slight injury. 

Later on, she along with SDPO Prsanta Dutta and Lumding police staffts 
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got the mob dispersed. Thereafter SI Pradip Chetia lodged the case. She 

cannot identify the accused as the incident took place much age ago.

During  cross  she  deposed  that  the  agitation  took  place  following  a 

molestation case that was registered against the then SI Anjan Saikia of 

Lumding P.S.

Pw-31, Prasanta Dutta deposed that on 3/9/2010 at around 10:30 am he 

came  to  know  from  the  informant  that  some  unauthorised  public 

surrounded the P.S and they had broken vehicles, furniture of the P.S and 

one person sustained bullet injury. On receiving the information he went 

to the P.S along with CRPF from Hojai and he arrived at the P.S at about 

2 pm. On arrival at Lumding he saw all the shops were shut down. He 

entered  into  the  P.S.  through  the  backside  road  of  the  P.S.  He  saw 

around 1000 people at a distance of 100 metre from the P.S. On arrival 

there he saw some vehicles at the state of broken. At that time there was 

magistrate P.K Doley, in the P.S. when they tried to calm down the mob, 

the mob didn’t calm down and they started pelting stones. While he was 

arriving  in  the  P.S  at  that  time  there  was  firing.  Later  on  the  mob 

dispersed  as  a  result  of  lathi  charging.  In  the  evening  SDO  (civil) 

Munindra  Sharma,  Addl.  S.P.  Rosie  Kalita  arrived  at  Lumding  P.S.  At 

about 9pm the mob was chased out. As a result of pelting stones some 

police personals got  injured.   On that  incident  public  property valuing 

around 20 lakh has been lost. At the time of incident there were so many 

people so he cannot clearly remember them all, but all the public hails 

from Lumding.

Cross declined.

Pw-32,  Prasenjit  Bardhan  deposed  that  the  incident  occurred  on  3rd 

September, 2010. On that day he was sitting at Lumding P.S and was 

talking with the O.C. at that time Mandira Das Sarmah, Uma Bhowmick, 

Bidyut Paul,Lakhan Ray,Anup Choudhury and Krishna Paul entered into 

the chamber of O.C. and they were discussing about a case as regards a 

maid  of  ASI  Anjan  Saikia.  Since  they were talking  so  he  went  to  an 
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another room. About 15 minutes after around 1000 public entered into 

the P.S and some of them entered into the chamber of the O.C. When the 

public didn’t calm down the O.C ordered for lathi charging. Thereafter the 

public started pelting stones and caused damage to the vehicles, inverter, 

glass,  one  fire  brigade  car  etc.  thereafter  the  O.C  ordered  for  using 

rubber bullet. Seeing the disturbance he along with the aforesaid persons 

who were inside the P.S came out from the P.S. Police seized the broken 

vehicles vide seizure list and he put his signatures thereon. Ext-2 is the 

seizure list and Ext-2(3) is his signature as witness. Ext-3 is the seizure of 

seizing stones,  glass etc.  Ext-3(2) is his  signature as witness. Material 

Ext-Ka is the seized stones. He has seen the seized stones in the court 

today. Police interrogated him on the next date of occurrence. He doesn’t 

know the persons who led the public. Thereafter he was declared hostile 

by the prosecution.

Pw-33, Sadananda Kalita deposed that on 3/9/2010 he was working as a 

attach  officer  at  Lumding  P.S.  On  date  day  the  then  acting  O.C.  of 

Lumding P.S Pradip Chetia has mentioned vide GD entry no 105 dated 

3/9/2010 that on that day itself  around 10 persons coming under the 

leadership  of  Lakahn Ray,  Bidyut  Paul,  Dhiraj  Das,  Sankar  Choudhury 

Jayanta Dutta  entered into P.S and they wanted to know about Lumding 

P.S case No 118/2010 before O.C. while the O.C was informing about the 

case around  one  thousand  unauthorised  public  armed with  lathis  and 

stones entered into the P.S and caused damage to one gypsy vehicle 

bearing no AS-30/2745, govt. motorcycle bearing no-AS-31-4630(pulsar), 

a tata sumo car bearing no-AS-18-A-4650, a fire service vehicle bearing 

No-AS-30/0096,  a  motor  cycle  of  VDP  secretary  Gautama  Bhowmick 

bearing no-NL-07/E0385(Yamaha), a pick up van that was stood at the 

road near the police station bearing no AS-30/0774, two garages of the 

P.S and to the quarter’s wall of the informant. Thereafter when the O.C 

was trying to use the megaphone of the P.S,  the unauthorized public 

grabbed the same and broke it. In the meanwhile, the people, who came 

to know about the Lumding P.S case no-118/10, had been dispersed from 

the P.S and the unauthorized people started pelting stones and some of 
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them started breaking the furniture and inverter of the informant’s office. 

In order to disband the illegal gatherings, the O.C started throwing water 

through fire service vehicle, but the gatherings didn’t come under control 

and they continued pelting stones. Then the O.C. ordered his staffs to use 

lathi  charge. Then also the people didn’t  disperse and hence the O.C. 

ordered his staffs to use mob control gun. He along with the then O.C of 

Lumding P.S. and some staffs of his P.S dispersed the mob. At that time 

SI Atul Chandra Gogoi was in charge of the P.S. After informing SDPO, 

Hojai and SP, Nagaon the GD entry was made as regards the occurrence. 

Ext-1 is the said GD entry. On 3/9/2010 at about 9:45 pm O.C. Pradip 

Chetia lodged a written ejaher as regards the incident before the Lumding 

P.S  and  the  same  was  registered  and  he  was  entrusted  to  do  the 

investigation. On receiving the task of investigation he visited the place of 

occurrence and recorded the statements of the witnesses. Ext-12 is the 

sketch  map  of  the  place  of  occurrence.Ext-12(1)  is  his  signature. 

Thereafter he seized the broken articles in presence of the witnesses.Ext-

2  is  the  seizure  list  and Ext-2(1)  is  his  signature.  He also  seized the 

stones,  glasses  and  shoes  etc,  used  by  the  mob  in  presence  of  the 

witnesses. Ext-3 is the seizure list and Ext-2(3) is his signature. M. Ext- 

Ka  is  the  seized  stones.  He  arrested  accused  Ratan  Das,  Mintu  Das, 

Samiran Das, Amit Das and Sadikur Rehman and forwarded them to the 

court. He also sent the police personals for first aid who got injured as a 

result of pelting stones. And he also collected medical certificates of the 

injured. Ext-4 is the medical certificate. He also collected the MVI reports 

of the broken vehicles. Ext-5 to 10 are the MVI reports. He allowed the 

FIR named accused to go on bail when they appeared in the P.S along 

with  bail  order  from  Hon’ble  High  Court.  In  the  meantime,  he  got 

transferred so he submitted the original case record to the O.C.

During  cross  he  stated  that  the  case  was  registered  at  9:45  Pm on 

3/9/10. The incident took place at about 2 pm. The incident started at 

2pm and  it  continued  till  8:15  Pm.  He  received  the  FIR  at  9:45  for 

investigation. When 10/12 persons entered into the O.Cs room, he was at 

the P.S. At the time of incident there was no leading persons among the 
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said 10/12 persons. Before getting FIR GD entry 105 dated 3/9/10 was 

made and as per said GD entry O.C Pradip Chetia has taken the task of 

investigation  and  said  Pradip  Chetia  has  lodged  FIR.  He  denied  the 

suggestions put to him by the defence counsels.

Pw-34, Bhadra Kanta Gogoi deposed that on 11/10/2010 he was working 

as a SI at Lumding P.S. on that day he received the case diary from O.C. 

after  receiving  the  case  diary  he  at  first  recorded  the  statement  of 

witness Dr. Parimal Acharjee. Thereafter he recorded the statements of 

Sindhu  Choudhury,  Partha  Nag,  Anup  Choudhury  and  submitted  the 

charge  sheet  showing  the  accused  Karuna  Kanta  Dey,  Samar 

Purkayastha, Amit Sarma, Krishna Paul, Mantosh Paul as absconder. He 

submitted  charge  sheet  against  the  accused  us 

147/148/149/447/448/427/332/336/323/120B  IPC.Ext-17  is  the  charge 

sheet and Ext-17(1) is his signature.

During  cross  he  denied  the  suggestions  put  to  him  by  the  defence 

counsels.

Let  us  scrutinize the evidence of  the prosecution side to see whether 

prosecution could prove his case beyond reasonable doubt.

From the evidence of informant (Pw-1) it  is seen that the FIR named 

accused had come to his office to know about the Lumding P.S case no 

118/10.  He  doesn’t  know the  persons  from the mob who had  pelted 

stones and had broken down the vehicles. From the evidence of Pw-2 it is 

seen that he doesn’t know who has committed what wrong among the 

unauthorised public. Pw-3 in his evidence stated that he cannot say who 

had committed what wrong among the unauthorised public. Pw-6 stated 

during her cross that none of the accused persons, who are present in 

the court, were present in the mob. Pw-8 in his  evidence in chief  he 

stated that from the accused present in the court today he identified Amit 

Sharma. But during cross he stated that he doesn’t know the name of the 

person  whom he  said  that  he  was  present  among  the  unauthorised 

public. Police interrogated him and he asked before the police that he 
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knew two-three persons, but didn’t know the names. Pw-9 stated that he 

doesn’t  know the  names  of  the  persons  who  were  involved  with  the 

occurrence  as  he  was  inside  the  room.  The  evidence  of  Pw-

5,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,22,23,24,25,26,29,30 and 31 don’t help 

the prosecution case as they have stated nothing incriminating materials 

against the accused perons during their evidence. Pw-4, 7, 20, 21 and 32 

declared  hostile  by  the  prosecution.  Upon  careful  scrutiny  of  the 

testimonies  of  the  hostile  witnesses  it  is  seen  that  they  have  stated 

nothing which supports the case of the prosecution. Pw-28 stated during 

her cross that he had written two names that are Sindhu Choudhury and 

Dhiraj Das in his left hand and seeing that he deposed today in the court. 

He cannot identify the persons from the mob through their names and 

appearances. He cannot say as to what wrong had been committed by 

the Sindhu Choudhury and Dhiraj Dey on the day of occurrence, but he 

had seen them in the P.S among 1000 public and hence he says their 

name before this court and he doesn’t know as to what they have done 

on the day of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that he hasn’t seen 

Sindhu Choudhury and Dhiraj Dey at the campus of the P.S on the day of 

occurrence. He has committed a wrong deposing before this  court  by 

writing the name of Sindhu Choudhury and Dhiraj Dey in his hand. Hence 

from the deposition of pw-28 it is apparent that he cannot be relied upon. 

Pw-32 and Pw-33 are the investigating officers. From careful scrutiny of 

the evidence of the prosecution witnesses it is revealed that no specific 

offence made out against the accused persons. Since there is no specific 

offence made out against the any one of the accused persons hence no 

question of punishing them would naturally arise. Moreover the Pw-1, the 

informant didn’t fully support the prosecution case during his evidence. 

Therefore, after appreciating the evidence of the prosecution it appears 

to me that the prosecution has miserably failed to prove its case beyond 

reasonable  doubt.  Due  to  insufficient  evidence  on  the  part  of  the 

prosecution side, it is a fit case in my view to acquit the accused persons 

from the charge labelled against them.
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9.                                    ORDER

Upon consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case, evidence 

on record this court is of the opinion that the prosecution side miserably 

failed to prove its case beyond reasonable doubt and as such the accused 

persons are acquitted of the charges labelled against them and set at 

liberty forthwith.

The bail-bonds executed in favour of the accused persons are extended 

for  a  further  period  of  six  months  from this  date  in  compliance  with 

section 437-A Cr.P.C.

Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  this  court  on  this  28th  day  of 

September, 2015

                                                                        Judicial Magistrate First Class

            Hojai, Nagaon
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APPENDIX

Prosecution Witnesses:

Pw-1 Pradip Chetia

Pw-2 Dilip Nath Hazarika

Pw-3 Sunil Kumar Medhi

Pw-4 Dulal Pal

Pw-5 Nilamoni Biswas

Pw-6 Bakul Rajkhowa

Pw-7 Nilakanta Saikia

Pw-8 Azizul Haque

Pw-9 Bishnu Das

Pw-10 Jayanta Karmakar

Pw-11 Pankaj Kr. Deori

Pw-12 Balen Bordoloi

Pw-13 Sanjib Das

Pw-14 Gunakanta Pegu

Pw-15 Rajib Kanti Das

Pw-16 Hitesh Das

Pw-17 Pradip Kumar Doley

Pw-18 Kishore Sharma

Pw-19 Ganesh Sonowal
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Pw-20 Dr. Parimal Ch. Acharjee

Pw-21 Debasis Sen

Pw-22 Chand Mia

Pw-23 Amsor Ali

Pw-24 Moinul Haque

Pw-25 Makbul Hussain

Pw-26 Junti Das

Pw-27 Prabin Chandra Barik

Pw-28 Prabitra Kumar Das

Pw-29 Abdul Jabbar

Pw-30 Rosie Kalita

Pw-31 Prasanta Dutta

Pw-32 Prasenjit Bardhan

Pw-33 Sadananda Kalita

Pw-34 Bhadra Kanta Gogoi.

Court Witnesses

None

Defence Witnesses:

None

Exhibits (Prosecution Side):

Ext-1 is the Ejaher.

Ext-2 & 3 are the seizure lists.

Ext-4 is the medical report

Ext-5 to 10 are the MVI reports

Ext-12 is the sketch map.

Ext-13 is the Case Diary of the instant case.
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Ext-14 is the statements given by Pw-7 before police.

Ext-15 is the 161 Cr.P.C statements of Debasis Sen.

Ext-16 is the 161 Cr.P.C statements of Prasenjit Bardhan.

Ext-17 is the charge sheet of this case.

Ext-18 is the 161 Cr.P.C statement of Pw-20

Defence Exhibits:

None

Material Exhibits:

Ext-Ka is the seized stones.

                                                                                                                    
Judicial Magistrate First Class

                                     Hojai, Nagaon.


